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What is the most important step 

before you go out and shoot?

 Knowing your camera?

 Knowing your subject?

 Knowing the goal of the shoot?

 Developing a shooting plan?

Methodology



How We Process Information

Controlling Our Natural Tendencies

 Left brain thinkers are analytical and sequential, looking first at the pieces then 

putting them together to get the whole.

 The right side of the brain processes information in an intuitive and simultaneous

way, looking first at the whole picture then the details

While most have a natural tendency towards 

one style or the other, the two sides of our 

brain work together in our everyday lives.



So Which side is most important in 

Photography?

BOTH!



I am constantly working to make 

the left brain stronger

 I highly value my left brain skills

 They allow me to operate on auto-pilot

 I build left brain skills through:

 Homework

 And through right brain 

experimentation in the field



But creative success strongly 

depends on right brain intuition

Coupled with a strong left brain understanding of the camera



Okay, we need them both so …

what’s the plan?

Somewhere about now you are probably thinking:



The Safe Shot, Beyond the Safe Shot, and 

Building New Skills

 Homework

 The technical stuff

 Studying the artistic 

 Research for the field

 Setting goals and storyboarding

 In the field

 Budgeting for

 The safe shot

 The impact shot

 Learning for future opportunities



First: Homework
A LEFT BRAIN ENDEAVOR



The Technical Stuff - Left brain 
Critical to allow you to be ‘automatic’ during the shooting

In order to do this, we need to know 

our gear as thoroughly as you can: 

 every button, every dial. 

You need to know them so well 

that you can turn off the 

analytical left side of your brain 

and get lost in the creative. 



Know Your Gear

 You should know your gear so intimately that it becomes second 

nature when you’re shooting. 

 The last thing I want to be thinking about when I make my photographs 

is how to use the camera.

If you can memorize those camera buttons and dials to the point that you no longer 

have to think about it (a left-brain activity), 

then you can turn that mental attention to being in the moment and 

not looking at your gear, wondering where a certain function is or how to find a menu item.



Ways to learn your camera

 The Camera manual

 YouTube videos

 Training by one of the Dan’s staff

 Shooting locally

 Around home 

 Local workshops (like Dan’s regularly offers)

 With a camera club



At Home, I shoot a lot

I believe that the more I shoot, the more I learn

That’s how you’ll get good, how you’ll hone:

 your skill 

 your instinct. 



Take More Photos!

No one sees the hundreds of images it takes to get to the magic, all 

the sketches you never show anyone—they see only the best of the 

best. 

 Give yourself the best chance 

 Make as many frames as you need to. There’s a time to edit, but 

that time is not when you have the camera to your eye.

There is no award given for getting your best image on the first try.

What matters is getting the most powerful image possible



Nickerson Beach: The Image



What they don’t see



More homework:

The Role of Composition
Composition is not about strict rules. 

It’s about storytelling and emotion and connecting with 

the viewer in the most powerful way possible through the 
decisions you make. 

Your subject might be the most exciting thing in the 

world, but it’s your composition choices that will help 

communicate that: 

 what you include, 

 which moment you choose, and 

 where you place the elements 

all make or break a great photograph.



No time to think in the field

I may use leading lines or layers of depth, but these are subconscious thoughts when I’m In 

the field. 

You develop a good sense of composition without knowing what those things are called. 

When you hold the camera to your 

eye, you’re not thinking about those 

things. You can’t be. There’s no time.

The time to get a sense for them is now. 

Study other photographs, get a sense 

for what you like and don’t like, and 

what works and why. 



STUDY OTHER PHOTOGRAPHERS

You can learn from anyone. 

Studying the work of other photographers and artists

 especially those who are  creating work that leaves you breathless

 I can travel the world in just a few ‘Google clicks’

 This is the fastest way to learn to make really powerful images



Stand on the Shoulders of Giants

Nick Brandt

Andy Rouse

David Lloyd

Steve Bloom

Andy Biggs



Not just the Nat Geo Photographers, 

Study your friends photographs

 By celebrating the work of peers, one can grow as an artist without being in 

the field

 It may be a competition, but don’t be judgmental. As soon as we get too 

competitive, we limit ourselves to our own vision and style, 

 When you celebrate, and study the work of others,  you’re exposed to new 

ideas and new possibilities.

 Why does a photo work? How did the artist achieve the result? 

 Light, composition, perspective, relationship of elements

 Figure it out down to the smallest detail: shutter speed, depth of field, did he use 

a filter or flash or reflect light?



More Homework:

DO YOUR RESEARCH
 I’ll invest up to a month doing research. 

 Research is key. It helps you understand 

the story and the possibilities in telling that 

story. 

 The more left-brain preplanning research 
and work you do, the more you’ll be able 

to let yourself go in the field. 

For my African safaris, I never take folks to a place that 

I haven’t previously visited



My Storyline Plan

 What are the 10-15 unbelievable pictures that I want to shoot? 

 I Close my eyes and visualize them. 

 By visualizing these images, I am setting goals

 If possible, move from visualizing images to actually sketching them.

 These sketches will help focus in the field 



Sometimes that’s the key



Consider Using 

‘Sample’ Photos

from the internet



Initial Results from my Sample Photos

 Taking a storyboard or sample photos is easy is easy. 

 Making those photos come to life for you is another thing completely. 



… but eventually the planning pays off



Finally: The Shoot
A RIGHT BRAIN OPPORTUNITY,

BUT, WITH ORGANIZATION THANKS TO THAT LEFT BRAIN HOMEWORK



The 20/60/20 Concept
MY FIELD PLAN



The Basics of the Plan

 My Shooting Goals

 Bring back something worth sharing

 Hopefully, bring back a few ‘wow’ shots

 Learn from my experience so I will be better tomorrow



Left Brain Delivers Time Proven Tools 

and Results

Keep the horizon High in frame Look for diagonals that lead

When to use symmetry 

vs. offset subject (rule of thirds)



The Right Brain Pushes Your Limits

Try BacklightingPan to Provide Action

Try a slow shutter to 

enhance focus



The 20/60/20 Concept

 20% of my time in the field, I focus on shooting shots 
with those skills well developed in the left brain –
These are What I call ‘Safe Shots’

 I know my camera

 I know the basics of composition

 I know how to use the light

 I know that by using this time, I will bring home good 
shots

NOTE: These shots DO NOT have to only be during the 
first 20% of my time. They can occur whenever a good, 
safe shot presents itself.



‘Safe Shots’

 ‘Safe Shots’ for you will change with time and skills developed.

 Safe Shots are different for everyone depending on experience level

Safe Shot in 2013 Safe Shot in 2017



20/60/20 concept

Once I feel I have the Safe Shots

 Then I switch gears

 60% of my time will be spent 

attempting to take the viewer one 

step farther 

 I’m looking for Powerful photos that 

evoke emotion. 

 I want shots where the viewer 

doesn’t analyze it, they experience 

it. 

 Where I have created a connection.



The 20/60/20 Concept

 I’ve spent 80% of my time

 I have the safe shot and

 I also feel I have captured the emotion, action and key activity of the opportunity . . . 



The Final 20% of my time

 NOW … the remaining 20% is my time 

for personal growth

 The results of this reserved 20% are:

 Very Few ‘Keepers’

 Left Brain Growth

 Maybe the most amazing photo



Last 20 – Personal School of Growth

This time expands my 

toolset and gives me 

the skills to pull off an 

image at another time.

I will learn – This can 

become the difference 

between an image that 

is merely good and one 

that is powerful



20/60/20 Concept

Safe

More Powerful

Expanding My Toolset



20/60/20 Concept

Get the Safe Shot
When time allows:

 Start with getting the ‘safe shot’ (the first 

20% of your time)

 The safe shot will be technically strong. 

It’s a good shot to have



The Safe Shot



The Safe Shot



Safe Shots



Safe Shots



Safe Shots



Safe Shots



Safe Shots



Safe Shots



Safe Shots



I hope you thought all of those were good photos, but …

Did any of them have real power or evoke emotion?



There is nothing wrong with a good 

photograph
TAKE THE SHOT AND BE PROUD OF IT!



20/60/20 concept

But Then Switch Gears

 Taking the Viewer one step farther 

 Powerful photos evoke emotion. The viewer doesn’t analyze it, they 

experience it. You have created a connection.



20/60/20 concept

I’m looking for scenes that tell the 

story



But After the Safe Shots



Elephants at Sunset – The Safe Shots



Now Let’s Try To Get More Impact



And Then That Magic Moment Happen

When someone looks at 

an image and it beats them 

over the head and pulls 

them in —

that’s a powerful photograph.

You don’t analyzing it; 

you experiencing it

Usually, you don’t even 

know why.



These moments are 

why I go to Africa

By The way



20/60/20 Concept

60% of Effort Should Be Focused On Capturing a 

more Powerful Photo

 using techniques and skills I’ve acquired in my past to get a shot with impact

 AND using creativity to push beyond the safe shot



20/60/20 Concept

60% of Effort Should Be Focused On Capturing a 

more Powerful Photo

 using techniques and skills I’ve acquired in my past to get a shot with impact

 AND using creativity to push beyond the safe shot



Here was my safe shot



A Little Less Safe
transitioning from safe to beyond



Safe Shot of a Jacana Chick



After the Safe Shot: 

The Resulting More Powerful Shot

 Look really closely for gesture

 Challenging my skills with the 

camera







It’s About 

Evoking More 

Emotion



But don’t just ‘click away’, adjust!

Note: These are not my shots, but photos taken by peers on a recent Namibia trip.



A Word of Caution:

Scan the Frame

While instinct does some 

things really well, it’s lousy 

with the details. 

Once you have a few frames 

made start to slow down,  

and look around the frame 

and begin to see things you 

hadn’t noticed before, like:

 clipping wings or feet

 Distracting background

 Foreground adjustments



How do you know if a shot is visually 

interesting?

A picture that brings you into the story is what makes it visually interesting. 

 A photo of an animal can be technically perfect, but not interesting. 

 A photo that shares the power or action of the animal can be visually 

captivating even if not taken perfectly.

The challenge with wildlife is recognizing the difference between seeing a beautiful animal and 

capturing the animal in a way that draws you into its story.



Summary 

Safe Shot 20%

Powerful Shots 60%



Left Brain, Right Brain

 The left brain is more logical and analytical: it deals with sequences, math, 

language, and facts. 

 The right brain is more creative, imaginative, and predisposed to holistic thinking, 

intuition, and rhythm.



First 20%

I want a shot that will be 

guaranteed to please. 

I make sure it’s sharp and in focus, 

and do the best I can on the 

composition, light, and mood. 

That’s the first 20%. 



Next the 60%

This biggest chunk of time is where I push my own artistic ability and technical skills 
as a photographer; this is how I force myself to come back with something that’s 

truly special. 



FEEL THE IMAGE

If you don’t feel anything 

for the subject, you can’t 

expect your viewers to feel 
anything, either



Now, Let’s Talk The Last 20

At the end of the day, I love to say, “Let’s just try something!” The images made during 

that last 20% are often not shared, but I always learn something—and by shooting that 

way, I’m always growing as a photographer.



The Last 20% 

Maybe I didn’t get it right that first 

time, but … sometimes I do!



Last 20%

Compositional

Creativity



The Last 20%

Extreme

Backlighting



The Last 20%

Strong

Shadow



The Last 20%

Rim

Lighting



The Last 20%

6 Stop ND

to enhance

motion



Do you remember this “Safe Shot”?



The More Powerful Shot

Higher Risk, but also Higher Reward

Reflection silhouette into sunset (image rotatated 180°)



Adopting the 20/60/20 rule

A sharp and well-exposed 

image is just the beginning and 

not the end.

To adopt this rule as your own:

 Step out of your comfort 

zone. 

 Shoot the safe image. Make 

it sharp, get through the first 
20% as quickly as you can, 

 Then get into that 60



How do you get to that 60%? 

Start taking more chances. 

• Make that animal as small as you can 

within the scene to give it scale. 

• Or zoom in on the detail, 

• Try to a super low angle

The idea is to

• Lose yourself in the creativity of your 

right brain. 

• Tell a story with every creative tool in 

your toolbox.
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How do you get to that 60%? 

Start taking more chances. 

• Make that animal as small as you can 

within the scene to give it scale. 

• Or zoom in on the detail, 

• Try to a super low angle

The idea is to

• Lose yourself in the creativity of your 

right brain. 

• Tell a story with every creative tool in 

your toolbox.



Remember: You want to go beyond the static

You  are wanting 

storytelling

or 

gesture

or 

both



Reserve that Final 20%

 Look for compositions others 
may not consider

 Look really closely for gesture

 Push your skills with the camera

 Play with shutter speed, depth 
of field and even ISO
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Reserve that Final 20%

 Look for compositions others 
may not consider

 Look really closely for gesture

 Push your skills with the camera

 Play with shutter speed, depth 
of field and even ISO

ISO 5000, 1/25 sec., f/5.6 @ 340mm



It will not always work or be perfect

But it will grow that left brain skill set for the next time you shoot!



Are you comfortable with only 

having 20% safe shots?

SO THE QUESTION IS . . .



Nothing that matters comes easy. 

If you want to tell great stories 

with powerful photographs,

 Do your homework

 Control the time you shoot 

safe

 Devote some of your time for 

personal growth outside of 

your comfort zone



Thank you

and 1 last slide . . . 

BUDDY ELEAZER

MARCH 21, 2017



Africa Plan 2018 and Beyond

 May 2018 – Greater Kruger 

 9 day/8 nights, Two Lodges in the Timbavati Private Reserve

 July 2018 – Northern Namibia 

 16 days/15 nights, Etosha & Damaraland

 September/October - 2018 – Namibia 

 18 days/17 nights, Sossusvlei, Etosha & Kunene Region

 2019 – Planning Phase has begun – see me!

For more information, contact: Buddy@MagnumExcursions.com

WWW.MagnumExcursions.com

mailto:Buddy@MagnumExcursions.com

